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Documenting The History Of Segadi Michael Monastery

The aim of this research is dealing with the documenting the 
history of Segadi Michael monastery. Monastery is very great in 
size when we compare with church. The monastery established 
in the 17th century by the founder Abune Tetemke- Medehin at 
the Awi Administrative Zone, Guangua Woreda. The presence 
of Segadi Michael monastery in the Guangua Woreda plays a 
significant role for development of Christianity religion for the lo-
cal people and people of Ethiopia in general. The income of the 
church come not only from the contribution of the believers and 
agricultural product of its own land, grinding variety of crops by 
the use of mill as well as rearing the cattle, but also when per-
forming religious activities such as child baptizing, gift during cel-
ebration (holiday) and in the form of cereals from local people.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND 

The Introduction of Christianity in Ethiopia 

The religion Christianity is established on the 

basis of the devotional life and teaching of the 

bible by the Jesus Christ of the Nazareth. It was 

first emerged in Palestine in the first century A.D 

and it is a religion based on teaching of Jesus 

that had lived and in Palestine still his 

scarification at about 300 A.D (World Book 

Enyclopidia,199:222).  Jesus was born in 

Bethlehem in part of Palestine. The teaching of 

him was included the belief in single God, 

brotherly love and internal salivation in heaven 

and it became a base for anew religion, 

Christianity. The first Christians were the Jews in 

Palestine and Syria (Yazihalem, 2010:1). The 

new preached religion by Jesus, Christianity is 

monotheistic religion which has played the most 

significant role in forming this unique culture, not 

only of the African continent but the whole world 

(Krzysztof, 1999:32). 

Christianity was first introduced to Ethiopia in the 

4th century and it is now clearly believed that 

Aksum is known to be the corner stone of 

Christian religion and civilization to Ethiopia. 

Most Ethiopian societies exercised the 

Christianity religion and practices in monasteries 

soon after around 330 A.D. At this time, the 

Christian followers founded in the country of 

Ethiopia in line with the Christian cultural 

exemplar (Muluwork, 1996:134). The Ethiopian 

Orthodox Tewahdo church established its own 

unique literacy. A set form of pubic worship, 

educational system for clearly and layman, 

monastic tradition, religious music and 

complaining the real and absolute mission of the 

bible specifically established in the horn of 

Africa. Monasteries generally included the 

holiest place which is reserved for nuns, monks 

and special prayers or pilgrims. They can be 

large in size we compare to regular Christian 

church organization. It is a form of living the 

world’s dynamic situation and establishing detail 

or strong devotional living their God (Belay, 

1992:140).  

The establishment of monasteries started 

around the 5th century in Ethiopia. Those 

monasteries have many socio-economic 

contributions besides developing Christian 

religious services, tourist attracting and 

proposing research for development of 

biodiversity in Ethiopia (Tadesse, 1986:23). 

They play a great role in spiritual, educational, 

cultural and psycho-moral life to the nearby 

society. Sustainable management of the natural 

resources and preservation and protection of the 

heritages like manuscripts, relics and literature 

are contributions of the monasteries (Ibid).  

Monasteries founded in Ethiopia by the monks 

of Syrian particularly in Tigray regional state and 

with a short period of time monasteries 

expanded into the regional state of Amhara, 

Wollo and Shewa(Belay,1992:141). Among the 

monasteries founded in the Amhara regional 

state is   Segadi Michael monastery which 

existed in Awi Zone, Guangua Woreda at Segadi 

Kebele. Segadi Michael monastery founded in 

the seventeenth century according to interview 

from native individuals of the monastery 

(Informants: Birhan, Belayneh). 

The foundation of Monastery and monastic 

movement in Ethiopia 

It is clear that Christianity was introduced to 

Ethiopia in the 4th century.   Following this, in the 

subsequent periods numerous Churches and 

monasteries were built in different parts of 

Ethiopia (Gizachew, 2014:46). The Ethiopian 

Orthodox Church has a great history of 

monasticism.  Orthodox monasticism is the 

central institution of the Church and has 

consolidated its hold on administrative power. 

Youth groups, Sunday Schools and vesper 

preaching programs have popularized monastic 

spirituality among the laity. Each monastery in 

Ethiopia has a kidan or covenant, mentioned in 

its deeds of establishment, documenting the 

special promise given by Christ to its founding 

saint (Joachim, 2016:7). The establishments of 

the many Ethiopian monasteries trace their 

origins with the arrival of the nine saints from 

Syria, Egypt and Greco-Roman territory at the 
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end 5thcentury (Genet, 2012:1344). The 

entrance of the saints in to Ethiopia laid the 

foundation for the establishment of monasteries 

and gave to the spiritual life of the church to the 

present. This is because of the education value 

of monastery life to those wordily groups who in 

pursuit of wordily honor and wealth humiliate 

human being in exploitation, injustice and 

violence. So, the nine saints preached Gospel in 

the north part of the country, established and 

promoted monastic life and translate many 

books in to Geez from different language (Ibid). 

Abinet (2019:4) noted that monasteries are not 

only places of ascetic life, but they are also the 

place of hard work, social life and where the 

historical and cultural wealth of Ethiopia is 

preserved. Monasteries have long been centers 

for innovation and development of agriculture, 

handicrafts, science and teaching, hospitals, 

orphanages and so forth. As a result, monastic 

life should be viewed in the broad range of 

social, cultural and economic aspects. 

Monastery is a place which is purposefully 

reserved for prayers. This includes the church, 

the chapel or the temple. In international 

language, English usage, the term monastery is 

normally used to represent the building of 

community of monks and nuns (Mengistu, 

2000:56). It can also be defined as the place of 

holly where the monks and nuns live. Monastery 

is relationship large in size when we compare 

with the normal church which comprises small 

buildings (Tadesse, 1973: 236). Its instructional 

order was first done by the popular Egyptian 

Orthodox church.  The central idea of monastic 

life situation was first laid by Saint Abba Pauli at 

the end of third century. However, the monastery 

order actually took its current structural shape by 

the great effort of Abba Antonius. The two holiest 

persons contributed a lot for the called as 

Church father and pinners of monastic life 

(Seragaw, 1970:23; Genet, 2012:1344). 

The rigorous observation of the rules of monastic 

life and resisting superior power resulted 

monastic movement. Monastic movement 

assimilated with the main stream of Ethiopian 

monasticism (Krzysztof, 1999:41). Monasticism 

in Ethiopia is widely respected in modern times 

and reveals itself in many callings among all 

social classes. The term monasticism is derived 

from the Greek word monos – single. It is a form 

of leaving the world, in order to discard in 

loneliness all desires and their temptations and 

then devote oneself to pursuing inner perfection.  

Monasticism is a specific form of inner life, 

emerging spontaneously and not in the way of 

gradual development from some prior, more 

general form of spiritual life. It is a prime form of 

monastic life in Church and up to now the only 

form of living sacrificed to God and hails back to 

the early centuries of Christianity(Ibid:32-33). 

In Ethiopian terms, the monastery was an 

innovation and one not clearly derived from the 

Egyptian model (Niall: 83). The most widespread 

monastic rule in Ethiopian monasticism is the 

rule of St. Pachomius, an Egyptian monk, who is 

commonly deemed as the creator of cenobite 

rule and the author of the first monastic rule. 

Ethiopian monasticism throughout ages has 

been the greatest culture-creating factor. It was 

mainly the monastery schools where young boys 

learned to read and write. It was the place where 

theological knowledge could be received, the 

skill of painting holy icons was acquired, the 

principles of dance and singing were revealed 

and the debater’s dance could be learnt (Ibid: 

45-46). Monastic life in Ethiopia is divided into 

communal and private monastic life. In 

communal monastic life, the whole monastic 

order works together, eats together, prays 

together and renders services together. A 

private monastic life differs in that a certain 

measure of private property is permitted. 

"Otherwise as there is no difference in the life of 

the asceticism, there is no special account to 

make about the private monasteries". There are 

times when persons appear dressed in a special 

way and live in some caves found at a distance 

from the communal monastery. People call 

these hermits anchorites. Hermits are hidden 

persons who live far away from people in 

loneliness (Henok, 2013:25-26).  
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Geographical Setting of Segadi Michael 

Monastery 

The monastery is found in Awi Administration 

Zone, Guangua Woreda, situated 44kms away 

from Injibara town in the western direction on the 

main road, to Injibara-Chagni (Shewaye, 2019: 

43). Geographically, Segadi Michael monastery 

is found relatively level. The climatic condition of 

the area that situated monastery is 

comparatively Woina dega. The altitude range 

varies from below 1600m -1710 meters above 

sea level. Average annual temperature ranges 

from 29.50c and the average annual rainfall is 

1300ml, 85% of which falls during the rainy 

season from mid-May to mid-September 

(Guangua  Woreda Agricultural office, 2012).  

The Establishment of Segadi Michael 

Monastery 

 The well-known zone in its specular, cultural 

and traditional, handcrafts (Pottery, basketry 

and iron working) and religious achievements in 

the Amahara regional state is Awi Administrative 

zone (Ibid). The establishment of monasteries is 

the typical religious achievements in Awi zone. 

Among established monasteries in the Awi zone 

is Segadi Michael monastery which existed in 

the Guangua wroreda. Segadi Michael 

Monastery is an ancient monastery that has 

much important to the Orthodox Tewahido 

church. It was established in 17th c by the 

founder was Abune Tetemke- Medehin( 

Informants: Birhan, Belayneh, Gajie). According 

to Shewaye( 2019: 43), Tetemke-Medehin was 

born from his father Wolde-Christos and his 

mother Welete-Mariam in 1626. After spending 

most of his life in religious school in the learning 

the principal of celibacy in the Ethiopian 

Orthodox Church, he was ordained as a monk. 

Following this, he came to change the village, 

the present town and to establish the church to 

attract the local people towards the Orthodox 

faith. The bishop started teaching; many people 

came to seek blessings and healings from 

different diseases by the holy water. Presumably 

due to his holiness the local people gave him the 

nickname Segadi in respect. The church‘s early 

construction, its design of pillar and circular 

mode are attesting the authenticity of 

contributions in the past. The latest renewal of 

the church was made by Mengesha Syioum, the 

former prince and Ras (governor) of Tigray 

around 1978 just before the revulsion. 

Monastery has a lot of treasures.  The most 

important and ancient treasures of the 

monastery are religious books such as Tirguame 

Wongel Ademeta-interpretation of the Gospel, 

Tirguame Serate Hawariat Adementa-

interpratation of Psalms, Tirguame Mezmure 

Dawit Ademeta-interpretation of the song of 

Dawit and other well-known religious books like 

the Sinksar(lives of Jaings), Fetha Negeste  and 

Tekeste-Brahane (Informants: Birhan, 

Belayneh, Gajie   ). 

The compound of the monastery is a botanical 

garden which is rich in different kinds of 

vegetation‘s, natural and artificial old and long 

trees on which birds of different species have 

built their nests. The annual anniversary is 

celebrated twice a year on November 12 and 

January 21. It is very accessible and easy to visit 

the monastery without any difficulty due to its 

strategic location on the main road of Injibara to 

Ethiopian renaissance dame or Injibara to 

Chagni town (Informants: Mulusew, Essonaw, 

Gajie). The communities settled nearby Segadi 

Michael monastery are Agews who speaks 

Awign that belongs to Cushitic language family. 

Agew peoples that surrounded the monastery, 

monks and nuns that lived in the monastery earn 

income from the planting coffee and growing 

different crops. Planting coffee generate income 

by supplying coffee to the Agricultural office in 

expensive price and selling it to the settlers of 

the Chagni town. Additionally, the common 

people’s adjacent monastery, monks and nuns 

of the monastery got income to produce different 

crops. The well-known crops are dagussa, nug 

and maize. Dagussa, Nug and Maize are basic 

economic activity of the Segadi Michael 

monastery. Other supplementary economic 

activities of the monastery are animal rearing 
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and gained income from grinding crops by mill 

(Ibid). 

Methodology  

This study is done based on primary and 

secondary sources. Unstructured interview was 

acquired data from key informants, who have 

remarkable knowledge about the Segadi 

Michael monastery. The secondary sources are 

collected from periodicals, document analysis, 

Thesis dissertations, internet sources and other 

reports. The collected data was critically and 

carefully examined through interpretation and 

document analysis approach. 

Results and Discussion 

Administrative System of the Segadi Michael 

Monastery 

The Ethiopian Orthodox Church has a system of 

administration by which its members are to be 

guided. Two aspects are distinguished in the 

administration structure. The first is religious 

affairs conducted by the patriarch and the Holy 

Synod.  Secular affairs managed by an 

Administrative Board are the second 

administrative structure. The local people call 

the churches that have such like administrative 

structure in their surrounding areas as a Debr 

(Church) or Geddam (Monastery). Debr or 

Geddam is considered as the most holy place 

religiously as well as respected and powerful 

institution socially (Alemayehu, 2019:3-4). The 

monasteries in Ethiopia which are governed by 

the rules derived from St. Antony and St. 

Pachomius of Egypt serve as a center for 

religious life, historical and cultural tradition. 

They are open for people, who are not engaged 

deacons, widowed priests and all who ignored 

the worldly life (Getnet, 1998:99). According to 

the researcher observation and key informants, 

the Segadi Michael monastery administrative 

systems and members are presented in below. 

The Head of Monastery 

The head of the monastic communities or 

council of churches is said to be Ecage. He 

ranks next  

 to the Abun in the hierarchy and is peculiar to 

the Ethiopian Church according to Getnet 

Temene (1998:98). Now, the head of Segadi 

Michael monastery is Aba Birhan Kebede 

according to key informants (Informants: Gajie, 

Belayneh, Mulusew).          

Liqa Kahinat 

Getnet (1998:98) revealed that the Lika kahnat 

is the head of all clergymen. He claims, he is 

bestowed upon by the Holy Spirit, the right of 

observing and judging disciplinary matters of the 

group. In addition to Likai kahnat, there are 

priests, deacons, monks and nuns in the Segadi 

Michael monastery. There are twelve priests that 

serve as spiritual teachers and performed 

various religious tasks like interpreting different 

religious books from Geez into Amharic, six 

deacons and more than twenty monks as well as 

ten nuns existed in the Segadi Michael 

monastery. All of them have their own particular 

assign tasks or jobs (Informants: Gajie, 

Belayneh, Mulusew).  

Liqa Deacons 

There are more than ten deacons in the 

monastery and they are performing different 

works sensibly in their own daily activities. They 

are mainly responsible to keep peace and 

stability of their monastery. Deacons are learner 

of all things and activate delivering food for all 

members and dwellers in the time of lunch and 

dinner. They assisting all church services come 

at the bottom of the hierarchy (Ibid) 

Gebez of the Monastery 

The Gebez of Segadi Michael monastery is Qes 

Gajie Temene. He has strong responsibility and 

duty of assigning the priests of the monastery to 

give services to the monastery. He is also highly 

responsible to monitor and adjust all the 

programs of the monastery. He again 

empowered the local people and all members of 

the monastery to discuss on the agenda of 

generating income for the monastery and 

safeguarding the property of the monastery 

(Ibid). Gebez is more responsible to protect the 
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tabot, the church, and church properties 

including land (Getnet, 1998:98). 

The Architectural Structure of the Monastery  

In the ancient times, the church (bete krstiyan) in 

Ethiopia built by grass and invariably consists of 

three concentric rings (Ibid: 95). Likewise, the 

Segadi Michael monastery first made by grass 

but now built by stone wall.  Segadi Michael 

monastery has round structure gorgeously 

surround by stone tansies. The interior of the 

monastery is arranged into three-fold division of 

concentric classes. These divisions are termed 

as the Maqidas (square sanctuary or the Holy of 

Holies), Kidist and Mahlet, which were 

separated from each other with curtain. 

Mekedes is place that serves to the kidassie and 

Tabot or the Ark of the Covenant is placed. Only 

ordained priest and deacons can enter into this 

part of the monastery. Kidist is the division of the 

monastery which serves to the arrival of shitate 

and a place where both male and female used 

to pray and Holy Communion is administered to 

the people. Another division is Mihlet that plays 

a role to the Mihlet teacher’s entry into Mekedes. 

Mahlet is wider than the Maqidas and Kidist. It is 

divided into three sections with partition; the 

western part is reserved for Debteras, the 

Northern and Southern part is reserved for male 

and female respectively.  Priests circulate in their 

midst while praying, blessing and swinging their 

censers until the interior is filled with clouds of 

incense (Informants: Birhan, Gajie; Zelalm: 115; 

Natnael, 2012:34).  

The Sources of Income of the Monastery 

Since its establishment period of monastery had 

received lands almost get income from the land 

and its followers. The land was administered by 

the monastery during the ancient time (Genet, 

2012:1349). The church becomes one of the 

major land holders and the same is true in this 

monastery. The income of the monastery is 

commonly generated from cultivating different 

crops like millet, maize, nuge, grinding variety of 

crops by the use of mill as well as rearing the 

cattle. The monastery also obtained income 

from the payment of the 20-30 birr in the name 

of asrat from local people in every year. Another 

source of income for Segadi Michael monastery 

is planting coffee tree. This tree helps the 

community of monastery to generate revenue by 

selling to the settlers of Chagni town and supply 

for different trade unions and Agricultural office 

of the Guangua woreda (Informants: Gajie, 

Belayneh, Mulusew). 

The Role of Segadi Michael Monastery to the 

People 

Monasteries have long history of planting and 

conserving trees in yards of its churches. They 

are role model in biodiversity conservation prior 

to better keep indigenous knowledge in forest 

conservation and get technical support/advices 

from government organization mass 

mobilization of local resident to conserved 

natural resources in the areas (Melese, 2017:3). 

Therefore, besides religious activates, monastic 

community involving in agro forestry practices 

that playing its own role for surrounding 

communities’ development. Forests in addition 

to providing grace and prestige to the 

monastery, the wood and non-wood products of 

monastery forest have several benefits for 

monasteries. The main benefits of monasteries 

from the forests are woods to maintain and 

construct the church building, roofs and walls. 

Firewood, charcoal and other wood products 

either to use it or sell and earn income for 

monasteries collected from monastery forests 

(Amare etals., 2019:49).  

The fruits and leaves of some vegetation in 

monasteries are used as food for monks, hermits 

and church students. They used vegetation of 

monastery forest for folk medicine. They also 

used these plants to make ink and dyes for many 

holy paintings and to decorate churches. Forests 

serve as classrooms for the traditional church 

school. It creates privacy and calms for hermits 

and monks to pray. Trees give shade to 

celebrate religious festivals and as platforms for 

followers meetings outside the church buildings. 

Forests provide a green and pleasant area for 

prayers. Forests serve as a place for social 

gatherings like ‘Mahabber and Senbetie’. The 
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church scholars and followers equate a church 

without trees to a naked person (Ibid). 

Henok(2013:26), revealed that monasteries are 

places of asceticism, their services to the society 

and country have never been limited to praying. 

They have since long been serving as sources 

of literate education, church music and of the 

study of the Holy Book. They were also among 

other things school of arts, museums of relics 

and libraries, biodiversity conservation areas 

and thus it is difficult to estimate the value of 

services given by the monasteries to the 

Ethiopian people. They have also contributed a 

lot for the development of tourism in the country 

to generate foreign currency. 

But, the mere religious activities taking place 

within the monastery are preaching about the 

fasting, prayer and baptism through holy water 

to be healed and get eternal life (Menberu, 

2017:72). Similarly, the monastery of Segadi 

Michael has been serving as a place of worship. 

The monastery vividly reflects the people using 

moral conducts and ethical principles that are 

important for the common good. It helps the 

people to refrain themselves from doing bad or 

sinful activities. The monastery also helps the 

people in giving spiritual advices, supporting the 

poor people and orphans by providing basic 

needs like food and clothes. It plays a great role 

in teaching the people to live in peace, harmony 

and mediating conflicts arising from individual 

merits (Informants: Essunaw,  Belayneh, 

Mulusew ) 

 

Informants 

N

o 

Name of 

Informants 

Sex Age Date of Interview Remarks 

1 Birhan 

Kebede(Aba) 

M 85 21/12/2012 E.C He is member of monastic community, head of 

monastery and has detailed realities about the 

administrative, architectural structure of the monastery 

and history of monastery from foundation up to present. 

2 Belayneh 

Ayele (Qes) 

M 65 21/12/2012 E.C He is member of liqa qhinat in the monastery and gives 

brief information about the role, challenges and the 

source of income of the monastery. 

3 Mulusew 

Genet (Qes) 

M 59 22/12/2012 E.C He is member of liqa qhinat and has in depth knowledge 

about the economic affairs, the role and challenges of 

the monastery. 

4 Gajie 

Temene 

(Qes) 

M 58 22/12/2012 E.C He is Gobez of the monastery and has noted about the 

role to the local communities and challenges about the 

monastery.  

5 Essonaw 

Wolde  (Qes) 

M 62 4/6/2012 E.C He is member of liqa qhinat and has broad genuineness 

about the role of monastery to the peoples and the 

challenges of the monastery.  

 

The Problems of Segadi Michael Monastery 

The monastery possesses historic and religious 

treasures.  However, the priceless and amazing 

treasures could not be accessible for domestic 

and international visitors due to various 

challenging factors. Some of the challenges of 

monastery are financial constraint, lack of 

promotion (absence of printing and electronics 

media that can help to make promotion about the 

treasures of monastery), lack of museum or Poor 

handling system of treasures  (lack of proper 

place to kept treasures of the monastery), 

absence of organized administrative system and 

related problems (Informants: Gajie, Mulusew, 

Essonaw). 
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Conclusion 

Since the introduction of Christianity to Ethiopia 

in the 4th century, many monasteries built by 

keeping the true and real architectural structures 

as well as tradition of the country. One of the 

monasteries that show the sculptural and 

architectural achievement of the ancient 

Ethiopians is Segadi Michael. It was built in the 

17th c and existed at Gunagua Woreda, Awi 

Administrative zone, Amhara Regional State. 

The monastery has its own administrative 

system and structure.  Income of the monastery 

mostly obtained from cultivating different crops, 

grinding variety of crops by the use of mill, 

Planting coffee tree as well as rearing the cattle 

It has valuable manuscripts, magnificent musical 

traditions or hymens of St. Yared. Preaching 

bout the fasting, prayer, baptism and others are 

some of the roles of monastery to the local 

communities. But, the monastery has many 

problems. The problems are lack of museum 

that kept properly the treasures of monastery, 

financial constraint, lack of promotion, poor 

handling system of treasures and absence of 

organized administrative system. 
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